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קפירת העומר
The Counting of the Omer
In addition to his halachic works, our author also published
LaTorah VelaMoadim, which tests out thoughts and interpretations
on some o f the mitzvos and halachos o f the Torah. It is interesting
to read how he explains this commandment of HaShem that
requires each one o f us to count "fo r yourself" ( )לכ םthe 49 days,
making seven fu ll weeks, that prepare us for the day on which the
Torah is given.
There is a halachic principle that anything that is sold by count can
never be subsumed w ithin another item, because the very fact that
it is counted proves its importance. By analogy we can learn
that during the seventy years that the Psalmist describes as our
lifespan (Psalms 90:10) — which are symbolically represented by
the seven weeks o f the Omer — we must make every day o f our
life count. No day that passes ever returns. Like the seven weeks o f
the Omer, those seven decades have to be complete: if even one
day we forget to count we can continue the counting — but the
blessing is missing.
RavZevin develops this idea by explaining the reason why an
emphasis is laid on the w ord " — לכםcount for yourself." A cashier
who counts his employer's money may well be interested that
his figures tally, but he does not really lose sleep over whatever the
end result is. The baal habayis, however, the one whose money is
being counted, must o f necessity know the end result in order to
be able to draw up a true p ro fit and loss balance. If the count
shows a positive result, he is satisfied; if the result is negative he
becomes anxious, and considers how best to remedy the situation.
This, then, is w hy the Torah says, "C ount fo r yourself," and why
the Talmud (Menachos 65b) explains that the counting o f the
Omer has to be carried out by each individual for himself. For this
is our own account, o ur own individual balance sheet, which must
show a positive result to make us worthy o f receiving the Torah at
the summation o f o u r account.
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J[ he laws governing how we count the forty-nine days be-

tween Pesach and Shavuos — ״that is, hilchos sefiras
HaOmer — do not occupy much space in the basic sources.
Two pages in the T alm ud;[1] four halachos in M ishneh
Torah;[2] a single section in Shulchan A r u c h [3] — that is all.
But within that small space a great deal is contained. The offshoots of these halachos branch out and flourish extensively
in works of commentary and responsa. Moreover, the
halachic problems connected with sefiras H aO m er , the
counting of the O m e r , are weighty ones, both in their own
right and with regard to their implications for other areas of
Halachah.

In probing the various issues dealt with by the halachic
literature on the sefirah, we find, generally speaking, that it is
possible to classify them under the following main headings:
the obligation ( ;)הח י ובthe date ( ;)התאר י ךthe time ( ;)ה זמ ןthe
continuity ( ;)הך זמשךthe numbering ( )המנ?ןthe mode of
expression ( ;)הד יב ורthe intent ( ;)הב ו נהthe doubtful cases
( ;)הק זפק ו־תand the blessing () ה ב ר ב ה.

The W hat is the nature of this obligation? Essentially, it is based
Obligation on a Scriptural commandment: A n d yo u shall count for
yourselves , from the m orrow o f the Shabbos , from the day
that you bring the w a v e d O m er-offering ... (וספרתם לבם
ת עמר ה תנופה$  ; מ מ ח ר ת ה שב ת מיום הביאכםLeviticus 23:15).
But in the Torah this counting is linked to the O m e r- offering

in the Temple, as we see from this verse and from the
corresponding verse in D eu te ro n o m y (16:9), which states that
the count is to begin ... when the scythe is first p u t to the
standing grain () כלהחל סלכלש בלןמה, a phrase interpreted as
referring to the O m er of grain cut for the offering, since no
other grain may be eaten until the O m er offering is brought.
Thus the question must be asked, concerning our own time
when the Temple is no longer standing, whether the sefirah
remains a Scriptural obligation or whether it has become a
Rabbinic one.
On this question the R ishonim are divided. R a m b a m [A]
holds that this mitzvah is of Scriptural force in all places and
at all times. But the majority of the Rishonim are of the
opinion that in our time this mitzvah is of Rabbinic force.[5]
The source of this difference of opinion among the Rishonim
is a disagreement about the correct interpretation of the
Gemara in Tractate M en a ch os.[6] There, Abayye and ,'the
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Sages of the school of Rav Ashi" hold that the mitzvah
consists of counting the days and counting the weeks as well.
Ameimar, on the other hand, counted the days only,
explaining that the mitzvah is "a commemoration of the
Temple." According to R am bam , those who disagree with
Ameimar about the law — whether to count the days only, or
both days and weeks — disagree with him also about the
reason for the mitzvah. They hold that the sefirah is not a
commemoration of the M ikdash, but rather a Scriptural
mitzvah. (And according to Rambam the Halachah follows
those who disagree with Ameimar.) According to the other
Rishonim , this Gemara reflects no disagreement about the
reason for the mitzvah. Both Ameimar and his opponents
agree that it is a commemoration of the Mikdash. Their only
point of difference is whether this commemoration should
consist of counting days only, or both days and weeks.[7]
There is yet a third position among the Rishonim: that of
Rabbeinu Yerucham.[8] According to him, counting the days is
a Scriptural mitzvah even in our time, while counting the
weeks is a Scriptural mitzvah only when the Mikdash is
standing. The author of O r Same'ach[9] offers a fine
explanation of this position, based on a Gemara passage in
Tractate Rosh H aShanah.[10] There we learn a law concerning
the sacrifices which must be offered up on the festival of
Shavuos.0 If these sacrifices are not offered at the correct
time, on the day of the festival itself, then compensatory
sacrifices ( ) ת ש לו מיןmay be offered during the whole
subsequent week. This is implied in the name "Shavuos,"
which means literally "weeks." The Talmud states that just as
"The Torah commanded us to count the days and sanctify the
A tzeres" [another name for Shavuos], so also it commanded
us to count the weeks and sanctify the festival of Shavuos
("weeks") with respect to the compensatory sacrifices. Thus it
is logical that since the festival day itself is observed even
when the Temple is not standing, so also the counting of the
days, which the Talmud relates to the festival day itself,
should be a Scriptural mitzvah in all periods. And since the
week of compensatory sacrifices, tashlumin, is observed only
when the Temple is standing, the counting of the weeks,
which the Talmud relates to these sacrifices, should be a
Scriptural mitzvah only in Temple times.[11]
0[This refers of course to sacrifices brought by individuals to celebrate their being in the Beis
H a M ikd ash ( ) עו ל ת ראןהand the Y o m - T o v festival offerings offered on behalf of the public as
a whole ( ;)ח ג י גהthe Temple sacrifices could of course neither be postponed nor compensated
for.— Ed.]'
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Tur, Shulchan Aruch, and the Acharonim have determined
the Halachah in accordance with the majority of the
Rishonim: both aspects of the sefirah, the counting of the
days and the counting of the weeks, in our time have Rabbinic
rather than Scriptural status, serving as a commemoration of
the Beis HaMikdash.

The The date of sefiras HaOmer, that is, the question when the
Date count should begin, was a historic focus of dispute between
our own tradition as transmitted by the Perushim (Pharisees)
and the claims of the T zadukim (Sadducees). In refuting the
opinion of the Tzadukim , who claimed that the Shabbos referred to by the verse was not Y o m - T o v Pesach but rather the
first Sabbath day occurring after Pesach, many counterproofs were given by the Tannaim. The same dispute was
revived in the period of the Geonim, the antagonists this time
being the Karaite sect, who took up the opinion of the
Tzadukim regarding the first day of the sefirah. Again the
Sages of Israel went forth, armed with a number of proofs, to
uphold the Talmudic tradition .[12] In responsa Shemen
HaMor, as cited in Bnei Yissachar,[13] it is suggested that this
dispute explains why the Shabbos before Pesach is called
Shabbas HaGadol, "the great Shabbos." This is to refute the
opinion of the T zadukim, who claimed that the term Shabbos
can only mean Shabbas Bereishis, the Sabbath of Creation,
i.e., the seventh day of the week. For in this week of Shabbas
HaGadol we also have the first day of Pesach, which is
likewise called "Shabbos" by the Torah. Hence the first of
these two Shabbassos is distinguished as "the great Shabbos."
Similarly we find in the Talm ud[14] that the term klal gadol, "a
great principle," implies the existence of a lesser principle.[15]
The The time for the counting of the O m er is at night. This law is
Time derived in the Talmud, which states, "O ne might have
thought [that the Torah commands us] to cut [the barley sheaf
for the Omer], to count, and to bring [the offering] in the
daytime. But the verse teaches, There shall be seven complete
weeks ( ב ע שב תו ת ת מי מ ת תהיינה#; Leviticus 23:15). W hen is it
that you have seven complete weeks? — only when you begin
to count in the evening./,[16] [Otherwise the first week is not
"complete," since one evening passed before the counting
began. — Ed.] The phrase "in the evening" is basically
interpreted to mean any time throughout the night. However,
the poskim write that the best way to perform the mitzvah
( )לכ ת חיל הis to enhance it by counting at the very beginning
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of the evening.
A unique way of performing this mitzvah is mentioned in
Chilufei HaMinhagim, which describes differences in custom
between the Jewish communities of Babylonia and those of
Eretz Yisrael It is stated that the inhabitants of Eretz Yisrael
counted the O m er both at night and in the daytime. This
custom was preserved in modern times among the
communities of Egypt; after the Morning Prayer they counted
the O m er again.[17]
A different issue involving the time of the Omer count is
debated among the Rishonim. If one forgets to count the
O m er at night, and then remembers in the daytime, has he
missed the opportunity to perform the mitzvah, or is it
possible after the fact ( )בדי עב דto count in the daytime? On
this question there are three opinions among the Rishonim.
(1) One who forgets to count at night may count in the
daytime ;[w] (2) he may not count;[19] (3) he may count in the
daytime, but without the accompanying blessing (in
accordance with the principle that "in cases of doubt about a
blessing, one does not recite it" — 20].( ] םפק ברבות להקלThe
third opinion is the one cited as Halachah by Shulchan
A ru c h .[21]

This dispute is based on two mishnayos which contradict
each other. One, in Tractate Menachos , [22 נstates: "The
mitzvah [of the O m e r ] is to cut [the sheaf of barley from
which the O m er offering is made] at night; if it is cut in the
daytime, it is valid" (and if the cutting is valid in the daytime,
then the counting is also, for the verse tells us that the
counting should begin when the scythe is first p u t to the
standing grain — see above). The conflicting mishnah is found
in Tractate M egillah.[23] "The whole night is valid for the
cutting of the O m e r" [24] [implying that the daytime is not
valid]. The three-way dispute among the Rishonim derives
from the various ways of resolving the conflict between these
two mishnayos.
Three of the great Acharonim are struck by the same
question regarding these two mishnayos in relation to the
sefirah. How can any conclusions about the counting of the
O m er be derived from the mishnah in Menachos about the
validity of cutting the sheaf "in the daytime"? For that
mishnah is referring not only to the day of the sixteenth, but
to the days before the sixteenth, as well — — and would
anyone claim that the counting of the Omer may be validly
performed during the days before the sixteenth?[251 To
summarize the solution given by one of these scholars: W hen
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the mishnah states, "if it is cut in the daytime, it is valid," this
does not refer to the validity of the offering; for even if the
sheaf was not cut for the sake of the offering at all, the
offering itself is still valid. The expression, "it is valid," then,
means rather that the mitzvah of the cutting has been validly
performed. Thus it transpires that the mishnah does after all
refer only to the day of the sixteenth, and not the days before.
The difference between these two times is that if the cutting is
performed before the sixteenth, the offering is valid, but the
mitzvah of cutting is not; while if the cutting is done on the
day of the sixteenth, then according to this mishnah the
mitzvah of cutting, as well as the offering, are both valid.[26נ
Thus the mishnah is indeed relevant to the question of
counting the Omer on the day of the sixteenth.
The opinion of R am bam on this issue is a major topic in
halachic literature. Ram bam rules that if the sheaf is cut in the
daytime, it is valid (and accordingly, if one does not count at
night, he may count in the daytime). At the same time, he
rules that the cutting of the O m er sheaf supersedes Shabbos.
But in the Gemara it is explained that these two opinions are
incompatible, and that those who hold the cutting to be valid
in the daytime are of the opinion that it does not supersede
Shabbos. Many scholarly analyses have been written in the
attempt to reconcile these two seemingly contradictory rulings
of Ram bam .[27]

The The continuity of the O m er count is a concept stemming from
Continuity ^ e Torah's use of the term, complete weeks ()ת מ י מת. The
Gemara itself derives no law from this term, complete , except
for the requirement that the count must be done at night. But
the author of Behag understands that all forty-nine days of
the sefirah comprise one unified continuity, on the basis of the
word, complete. This means that if one forgets to count the
Omer for one entire day (including both night and daytime),
then he may no longer count the succeeding days. In the
period of the Geonim this opinion roused major debates. Its
opponents claimed, "If one has eaten garlic and has strong
breath, should he eat garlic again so that he shall have even
stronger breath?"[28] [That is, if one has committed a
transgression by failing to count the Omer, should one make
matters worse by continuing not to count?] Furthermore, even
if we assume that one has missed the opportunity of counting
the days, why should he refrain from further counting and
thus also miss the counting of the weeks?[29 נAnd again: if all
forty-nine days together comprise one single mitzvah, how
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can it be that on each and every day we recite the blessing
" ... Who has sanctified us by His commandments and
commanded us concerning the counting of the Oraer"?[30] [If
all forty-nine days are one mitzvah, then the blessing should
be recited only once, at the beginning.] These are some of the
objections raised by the Geonim. And Tosafos,[31] too, writes:
"This idea [of one continuous mitzvah] is highly questionable
and improbable." Likewise R o sh [3z] writes in the name of Ri
that each night of the count constitutes a separate mitzvah.
In dealing with this problem of the continuity of the count,
some of the Geonim distinguish between the first day and the
others. They rule that if one forgets to count on the first day,
one may no longer perform the mitzvah on the remaining
days; but if one skips any of the other days, this does not
prevent him from continuing.[33] This compromise position,
too, aroused opposition among the Geonim. In any case, the
ruling given by Shulchan Aruch is that if one forgets to count,
whether on the first day or any other, one counts on the
remaining days without reciting the blessing.
A number of the Acharonim investigate the problem of a
minor who becomes bar-mitzvah during the time of the O m er
count. May he recite the blessing for the count, or do we rule
that with regard to his obligation as an adult he cannot fulfill
the requirement of "completeness"? The discussion of this
question principally revolves around one general issue,
namely, whether or not performing a mitzvah act constitutes
valid fulfillment of that mitzvah if at the time of performing it
one was not obligated to do so (was not 34],(] בר חיובא
Exactly how does one accomplish the count? The Talmud The
states, "It is a mitzvah to count the days and a mitzvah to Numbering
count the weeks."[35] The majority of the Rishonim hold that
these are not two distinct mitzvos, but rather one mitzvah
composed of two parts.[36] Ram bam reinforces this conclusion
by a comparison with the obligation devolving upon the
Sanhedrin, or high court, to keep count of the fifty-year cycle
culminating in the Jubilee Year (yovel), a cycle which includes
within it the shmitah or sabbatical year occuring every seven
years. He writes: "Just as the Beis Din is obligated to count the
years of the y o v e l year by year, shmitah by shmitah , likewise
each and every one of us is obligated to count the days of the
O m er , day by day and week by week ... and just as the
commandment to count the years and the shmitah is one
mitzvah, likewise sefiras H aO m er is one mitzvah ... and if
[counting the] weeks were a separate mitzvah ... we would
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recite two b le s s in g s ,c o n c e rn in g the counting of the O m er'
and  ׳... concerning the counting of the weeks of the O m er.'[37]
Rabbeinu Yerucham,[38] on the other hand, is of the opinion
that these are two separate mitzvos, and his statements on this
subject imply that in the Temple period two blessings were in
fact recited, one for the days and one for the weeks.
Even according to the majority opinion, the fact remains
that this counting is a compound of two elements, and the
correct procedure for combining them is a matter of
disagreement among the Rishonim. According to one system,
after the first week the total number of days is mentioned only
once each week. Thus, at the end of the first week one says,
"Today it is seven days, which are one week;" the next day
one does not mention the sum total of days, saying only,
"Today is one week and one day," and so on each day until
the fourteenth day, when one says, "Today it is fourteen days,
which are two weeks." On the next day, the fifteenth of the
count, one says, "Today it is two weeks and one day," and so
on until the end.t391
Another system adopts the opposite procedure: the sum
total of days is mentioned every day, while the total of weeks
is mentioned only once a week (on day seven, fourteen,
etc.).[40]
The practice which has been accepted is that mentioned by
Rosh, Tur, and others. Both the days and the weeks are
mentioned every day of the count. This still leaves a problem
which is debated among the Acharonim. After the fact
()בד יעבד, if one has counted only the days, without
mentioning the weeks, has one fulfilled the mitzvah or not?
Undoubtedly, if one has mentioned the weeks according to
one of the two minority opinions mentioned above [i.e., either
mentioning the week and day only, without the sum total of
days, or else mentioning the weeks only once a week] this
fulfills the mitzvah after the fact. But what if one does not
mention the weeks at all? The A charonim rule that in this case
one should say the count again correctly, without saying the
blessing.[41]
A major discussion among the Acharonim concerns the
question of one who counts in terms of the Hebrew aleph-beis
[which also constitutes a numbering system], rather than the
names of the numbers; that is, instead of saying, "Today it is
one day ... two days ... three days ..." he says, "Today is day
aleph ... day beis ... day gim m el," and so on.[42] In this
connection, it may be worthwhile to note a related discussion
in Tzafnas Paane'ach.[43] That author contrasts the sprinkling
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of sacrificial blood on the curtain of the Sanctuary on Yom
Kippur with the counting-off of animals when giving maaser
behemah, the tithe of farm animals. On Yom Kippur, the
High Priest counts with words: "one, two, three ..." while in
tithing animals one counts with letters: "aleph, beis,
gim mel . ..//[44] The author explains that on Yom Kippur the
count is with cardinal numbers, while for purposes of tithing
the count is with ordinal numbers. According to this
distinction, one would conclude that counting by means of the
aleph-beis (ordinal numbers) would be inappropriate for the
O m e r.[45]
Halachah in general deals with many modes of expression: The
speech; thought; hearing the utterance of another person who M o d e

speaks on one's behalf ( ;) שו מ ע כעונהand writing. All of these Qj
modes of expression are topics for discussion by the halachic ^
literature on sefiras HaOmer. The essential way of performing
"
the count is by speech.[46] The question whether or not the
O m er has been counted if one does so by thought alone
depends upon the outcome of a general disagreement in the
Gemara:[47] whether "thought is equivalent to speech" (הך הו ר
 )כדיבו רor not. In the Gemara, this issue is debated with regard
to the mitzvah of reciting the Shema, and the conclusion for
halachic purposes is that thought is "not equivalent to
speech." Hence the author of Pri Chadash rules that here too,
in the case of the sefirah, one cannot fulfill the mitzvah by
thought alone.
As to whether or not one can fulfill this mitzvah by
listening to another person who is counting on one's behalf
( — ) שו מ ע כעו^הthis is an issue over which the po skim
disagree. A baraisa in Tractate Menachos states, "O ur Sages
teach that the verse, A n d yo u shall count for yourselves ...
implies that there shall be a count for each and every person."
Levush and C h o k Yaakov interpret this as meaning that one
pei son cannot perform this mitzvah on behalf of another. But
Pri Chadash and others explain the baraisa differently, stating
that its purpose is to prevent us from concluding that this
mitzvah is the sole responsiblity of the beis din, like the
counting of the years of the shmitah and y o v e l cycles. This
mitzvah, by contrast, is intended for each individual. But this
does not eliminate the possibility of fulfilling it through
shome'a ke'oneh, listening to someone who speaks on one's
behalf.[48]
The idea that the counting of the O m er might be
accomplished through writing is the subject of an exchange of
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views between Rabbi Akiva Eger and his uncle, Rav W olfe
Eger. The exchange is recorded in the responsa of the
former.[49] The principal arguments in this debate center about
the disagreement among the Acharonim concerning vows and
oaths made in writing.[50] With regard to the sefirah the
problem is of very frequent occurrence, for in writing letters it
is customary to write the day of the O m e r count as part of the
date. Thus the problem arises: If one has already written the
count in a letter may one afterwards recite the blessing when
counting the Omer by speech?0 In this case, however, another
factor enters in. The written count is defective in a different
way, because it was not done with intent to perform the
mitzvah .[51] And thus we arrive at our next topic regarding the
sefirah: the question of the kavanah, or intent.

The The question of kavanah involves a wider problem: whether
Intention or not "mitzvos need k e v a n a h /'  — מצוות צריכו ת כובהthat is,
whether or not a mitzvah is valid if the act was performed
without the intent that it should constitute a mitzvah.
Shulchan A ru c h [5z] rules that Scriptural mitzvos "need
kavanah," but the question as regards Rabbinic mitzvos is left
unanswered and remains a matter of disagreement among the
Acharonim. In practice the problem arises quite regularly.
One person asks another, "How many days are there in the
count today?" And the other replies, without intending to
perform the mitzvah, "Today is so and so many days of the
Omer." Has the second person unwittingly performed the
mitzvah, or may he still recite the blessing and count the
Omer? The ruling given by Shulchan Aruch and the
Acharonim was first stated by Abudraham : When asked what
day of the O m er it is today, one should reply, "Yesterday was
so and so many days of the O m er," for if one says today's
count one may not afterwards count again with the blessing.
The question of kavanah comes into a discussion of a
different law about the sefirah. The p o sk im state that if one is
part of a congregation which is praying the Evening Prayer
before it is actually night [it is possible to do so from plag
haminchah on, that is, from about an hour and a quarter
before sundown], and as part of the service the congregation
count the Omer, one may count it with them without reciting
the blessing, having in mind explicitly that one does not
intend thereby to fulfill the mitzvah [since one prefers to do so
°[If the written count fulfilled the essential mitzvah, any subsequent blessing would be a
"blessing in vain" () ב ר ב ה לב טל ה. — Ed.]
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only when it is actually night]. In this way one may count the
O mer afterwards at home, with the blessing.[53 נWhat this
means is that at the time of the first counting one makes a
condition that if he remembers to count afterwards, he does
not wish to fulfill the mitzvah with his present sefirah ; and if
he should forget to count later, then his intention is to fulfill
the mitzvah with the present count.[54] The author of Oneg
Y o m - T o v [55] expresses strong reservations about the validity
of such a condition. He draws a distinction between will
(ratzon) and intent (kavanah). A condition is effective, this
author claims, in cases where a person's will is necessary to
bring about the desired legal effect (for example, in marriage,
divorce, and the like); but not in cases where the requirement
is only intent (an example is chalitzah, the ceremony by which
a woman releases her brother-in-law from the obligation of
levirate marriage). Thus, where the performance of a mitzvah
is involved (requiring intent only and not will), a condition is
ineffective, and the mitzvah is valid regardless of the
condition.
The problem of sefekos , doubtful cases, like the problem of The
kavanah , is essentially a general subject applicable to all D o u b t s
mitzvos, not only to sefiras HaOmer. However, certain areas
of this subject are unique to the sefirah. If we wish, we may
divide into four categories the doubtful cases arising in the
performance of this mitzvah. These are: doubts concerning
the law; concerning the act; concerning the date; and
concerning the time. Doubts concerning the law are very
numerous; they include all the halachic disagreements
mentioned above [e.g., whether or not it is valid to count in
the daytime; whether or not the weeks must be mentioned
every day, etc.]; in doubtful cases of this type, the ruling
generally is to count, but without reciting the blessing.
However, there are cases when different sources of doubt
operate in combination. For example, if one forgot to count at
night but counted in the daytime, what should he do on the
remaining days of the Omer? Here, one doubt is compounded
by a second () ס פ ק ספ ק א. First, there is the doubt as to whether
or not the mitzvah is valid when performed in the daytime; if
it is valid, then one has not skipped a day at all. Second, there
is the doubt as to whether all forty-nine days are one
continuous mitzvah, or each day is a separate mitzvah; if each
day is a separate mitzvah, then skipping a day does not
disqualify the count, so that one would still be permitted to
continue on succeeding days. Thus the po skim have ruled that
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in this case on the succeeding days one counts with the
blessing/561
Doubt about the act means that one does not remember
whether or not he counted a given day. If the doubt arises
while it is still that same day, one counts again without a
blessing. If the doubt arises after that day has already passed,
then again it is a case of sefeik-sefeika — compound doubt.
The doubt as to whether or not he actually counted is
compounded by the doubt as to whether missing a day
disqualifies one from continuing. Hence in this case one
continues to count with the blessing/571
How can doubt arise concerning the date? If a person is far
from any Jewish community and does not know which day of
the sefirah it is, the third or the fourth, for example, what
should he do? At first glance it would seem that he should
[recite the blessing once and] count both the third and the
fourth day of the O m er and thus be certain that he performed
the mitzvah, even though he does not know which count was
the correct one. But the author of D e v ar A v r a h a m [58] argues
that in this case one should not recite the blessing at all. The
author's reasoning is based on a basic definition: the very
nature of the sefirah , he asserts, involves clear and definite
knowledge that this is a certain day of the count. This,
according to the author, explains the ruling of Magen
Avraham that if one who does not understand Hebrew counts
the Omer in Hebrew he has not fulfilled the mitzvah. Others
have found this ruling puzzling. H ow is this mitzvah different
from Hallel, K idd u sh , and others, where the necessary words
may be recited in Hebrew even if one does not understand the
language? But our author explains that the other mitzvos
consist of recitation ()קר יאה, whereas with the O m er the
mitzvah is one of counting ()ספ ירה, which implies clear
knowledge. The author uses this same basic principle to
explain a statement of Shitah M e k u b e tz e s [59] that with respect
to the mitzvah of tithing animals ( ) מעשיר ב ה מהthe usual laws
allowing one in certain cases to rely on probability ( ) רו בdo not
apply. [For example, if an animal which is exempt from the
tithe accidentally gets mixed in with many animals that are
subject to the tithe, one may not give one of the animals as the
tithe, relying on the probability that the one given will not be
the exempt one.] For this, too, is a mitzvah involving
counting, so that certain knowledge is required, not
probability/601 Again, the author applies this principle to
answer a problem posed by the Rishonim. Because of doubt
outside Eretz Yisrael as to which day is the actual date of a
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festival, two days are observed. Why, the Rishonim ask, is the
same practice not applied to the Omer count [counting two
days each day because of doubt]?1611
[The answer, of course, is the same. Since the very concept
of sefirah implies certainty, the mitzvah cannot be observed
on the basis of doubt.]
Doubt regarding the time of the count arises at dusk
() בין ה שמ שות. During this time, one knows the correct count
for the previous day and also for the coming day, but this
period of dusk in essence is doubtful concerning the question
to which day it belongs. Tosafos, Rosh, and others have
written that in our time when the sefirah is a Rabbinic
mitzvah it is permissible to count at dusk. (Nevertheless,
according to Shulchan Aruch, "the scrupulous do not count
until nightfall,/.) The same scholar quoted above, the author
of D evar A vra ham , draws a distinction between the doubt
arising at dusk and that arising from lack of knowledge about
the correct number to count. In the case of dusk, one is
counting the coming day. The number assigned that day is
clear and decisive; the only doubt is whether or not the time of
obligation has yet arrived.
The blessing recited over the act of counting has attracted the The
theoretical interest of the commentators more than the Blessing
practical interest of the p osk im (except for the question of
doubt, where whether or not to recite the blessing becomes a
practical problem). W hy is a blessing recited over the sefirah,
but not over the count of the za v or zavah, a man or woman
who has had a ritually impure discharge and must count seven
days before undergoing immersion for the sake of ritual
purity? This question is discussed by Tosafos.[62] The answer
suggested is that (in the case, for example, of a woman
counting the days of menstrual purity), if she has a discharge
of blood during the seven days, the count is annulled
retroactively. [Thus, since we do not know if the count will
stand, no blessing is pronounced.] (In the case of shmitah and
yovel, Tosafos rules that the Beis Din in fact pronounce the
blessing.) A different answer to the same question is given by
Sefer H aChinuch.[63] According to this Rishon, the tradition
given with the commandment of counting the days of
impurity defines this mitzvah as one of paying attention
( ) ה^גדוה בלבduring the stated number of days to make sure
that one remains in a state of purity; this is not an obligation
of counting per se.[641 R a d b a z[65] gives yet a third answer. The
sefiras HaOmer, he says, is an obligatory commandment; the
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zavah, on the other hand, if she wishes to remain in a state of

ritual impurity for the rest of her life, has the option to do so;
hence no blessing is recited over her count.
The Rishonim consider a different question of a blessing
over the sefirah: W hy do we not recite Shehecheyanu —
... Who has kept us alive and preserved us and caused us to
arrive at this time" — as we do over every periodically
recurring mitzvah? A number of answers have been given.
One suggests that Shehecheyanu is not recited because in our
day this mitzvah is of Rabbinic rather than Scriptural status.
Another explains that Shehecheyanu is recited only over a
mitzvah involving benefit or the commemoration of benefit,
but sefiras HaOmer commemorates, not benefit, but grief over
the destruction of the House of our aspiration. Yet other
solutions have been proposed . ^
Another question regarding the blessing is whether or not
the sheliach tzibur, the one leading the prayer, may act as the
representative of the congregation in reciting this blessing.
Rashba[67] proves that not only is the procedure valid after the
fact, but even when chosen deliberately ( ) ל כ ת חי ל הit is
acceptable; a person may have the blessing recited for him by
the sheliach tzibur [after whom he answers amen] and
thereupon count the O m er for himself. (As to whether
listening to the utterance of a representative is valid for the
counting itself, see above.) The A charonim rule in accordance
with the opinion of Rashba; nevertheless the custom is that
after the blessing of the sheliach tzibur each person recites the
blessing individually.
These are the halachic problems presented by the mitzvah
of the sefirah. Here we have outlined these problems in terms
of basic principles. From these branch out the many legal
details and precise distinctions discussed by those who have
devoted themselves to the mastery of Halachah.
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